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Abstract
Two acceptability experiments are presented which assess whether resumptive
pronouns freely alternate with gaps and/or ameliorate island violation effects
in wh-questions in Modern Standard Arabic. Both experiments test Complex
Noun Phrase Constraint violations, adjunct island violations, and whether island violations. The results indicate that resumption is largely only acceptable
with structurally complex DP fillers (which-NP) and is generally preferred to
gapped structures in long-distance dependencies. Resumption is also shown
to ameliorate the grammatical component of some island violations (adjunct
and whether islands), but in different quantitative amounts across different
islands.
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1

Introduction

A hallmark of natural language is the ability for sentences to contain relationships which hold between words at a potentially infinite distance, as in the
case of the wh-question in (1):1
(1)

a. Which sabre fenceri is the new athlete hoping to beat ti at the 2016
Olympics in Rio?
b. Which sabre fenceri is US Olympian Daryl Homer hoping to beat
ti at the 2016 Olympics?
c. Which sabre fenceri is US Olympian and New York City resident
Daryl Homer said by the commentators to be widely expected to
beat ti at the 2016 Olympics?

In (1), the syntactic and interpretative relationship between the italicized whfiller and the embedded verb beat licenses the omission of beat’s direct object and in interpretation of the filler (which sabre fencer) in the gap position
after beat. Most notably for theories of formal linguistics and language processing, this wh-dependenc can obtain over a potentially infinite distance
as the pattern in (1) makes clear (see, e.g., Ross, 1967). The potentially infinite distance over which it obtains and the near-ubiquity of the phenomenon
makes the study of these dependencies central for answering questions about
the relationship between grammar and parsing.

1.1 The Grammatical Status of Resumption

Given that this kind of dependency can obtain at a potentially unbounded distance, it is no surprise that languages provide different realizations of these dependencies. One dimension of variation which has been the subject of a great
deal of formal and experimental research has been whether or not the tail of the
1

Throughout this paper we use italics to indicate wh-fillers, bold to indicate resumptive
pronouns, and t with coindexing to indicate gap positions of filler-gap dependencies. The use
of this notation should not be construed as implicit support for a particular theory of the gap
position (e.g.., traces, silent copies, etc.)
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dependency is occupied by a Resumptive Pronoun (for an overview, see
McCloskey, 2006 and references therein). Examples of resumptive pronouns
appear in (2) for both English and Arabic (Levantine):2
(2)

a. That’s the kind of murderer who Columbo usually catches them
before the end of the episode.
b. miin/ʔayyai mariidˤ zeerit-oi
naadia.
who/which patienti visited.3fs-himi Naadia
“Who/which patient did Nadia visit (himi )?”
(Aoun, Benmamoun, & Choueiri, 2010:132)

Folloing McCloskey (2006), we take a resumptive pronoun to be any obligatorily bound pronoun which appears in the tail position of a filler-gap dependency and which is obligatorily interpreted as coreferent with the filler of the
dependency.
Resumption is famously known to vary cross-linguistically. Whereas resumption in English is sometimes characterized as Intrusive (Sells, 1984)
insofar is as it is not generally licensed by the grammar, resumption in languages such as Irish, Hebrew, or Arabic is much more widespread and sometimes said to be fully Grammaticali ed.3 However, just how unacceptable intrusive resumption and acceptable grammaticalized resumption is has
been a matter for some debate. Resumptive pronouns were noticed to be
somewhat widespread in English (an intrusive resumption language) as early
as Kroch (1981); Prince (1990) and are replete in corpus studies of English
(Bennett, 2008). Moreover, despite their widespread appearance in spontaneous speach and writing, it has not been straightforward to demonstrate that
their useage correlates with acceptability in the minds of experimental participants. Ferreira & Swets (2005) and Zukowski & Larsen (2004), for instance,
have demonstrated that speakers are not willing to accept resumptives that
In this paper we use the following abbreviations in glossing: 1/2/3 = 1st /2nd /3rd person,
m/f = masculine/feminine gender, s/p = singular/plural number, comp = complementizer,
neg = negation.
3
These languages are all frequently the focus of studies on resumption. For Irish, see
especially McCloskey (1979; 1990); for Hebrew, see especially Borer (1984); and for Arabic,
see especially Aoun (1981) and Aoun et al. (2010). For both Hebrew and Arabic together, see
Shlonsky (1992).
2
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they themselves have previously produced.
On the other hand, just how acceptable resumptive pronouns are in grammaticalized resumption languages is also unclear, especially as their acceptability relates to the theoretical difference between intrusive and grammaticalized resumption. Not all filler-gap contexts allow resumption, such as in
the immediately subjacent subject positon (McCloskey, 1979, et seq.) or coindexed with certain wh-fillers (Aoun et al., 2010:ch. 6). In Hebrew, a putatively
grammaticalized resumption language, Meltzer-Asscher, Fadlon, Goldstein,
& Holan (2015) showed that speakers are often unwilling to accept written
resumptive pronouns (though they will accept auditorily pressented resumptives). Similarly, Farby, Danon, Walters, & Ben-Shachar (2010), in a study
very close in design to that which we present here, show that resumption is
dispreferred in non-island Hebrew relative clauses. Both of these findings are
quite striking from the point of view of theoretical studies such as Shlonsky
(1992), which take resumptives to be freely varying in these same structural
positions in Hebrew.
The gestalt which emerges from this literature is that while theoretical accounts of resumption have posited good reasons to believe that there is some
difference between grammaticalized and intrusive resumption, what remains
less clear is whether this difference is one of quality or quantity. Moreoever,
it remains unclear what the relationship is between the grammaticality judgments which underpin the theoretical labels of intrusive and grammaticalized
resumption and the quantitative measure of linguistic acceptability.

1.2 Resumption and Island Amelioration

One other key empirical domain in which resumption is implicated is in the interaction of resumption and island effects. Natural language is known to contain structures out of which wh-filler-gap dependencies cannot be constructed
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— so-called S ntactic Islands (Ross, 1967, et seq.). Attempts to construe
a wh-filler with a gap inside of these dependencies usually results in extreme
degradation or wholesale ungrammaticality (3):4
(3)

a.
b.
c.

* Whati did Poirot investigate [because he couldn’t understand
the reason for ti ]?
* Whoi did Jessica hear [the claim that Rory had murdered ti ]?
? What did Frank wonder [whether Bayliss had investigated t ]?
i
i

While the bracketed structures in (3) are acceptable on their own, as is the
creation of long-distance wh-filler-gap depenencies, the sentences in (3) are
degraded for many or all speakers of English. The typical explanation for
these effects, stemming from the work of Ross (1967), is that the grammatical
process responsible for the creation of filler-gap dependencies cannot operate
out of these structures.
Given that the gap in dependencies formed over island structures appears
inside the island, many researchers have wondered whether a resumptive pronoun in the place of the gap might ameliorate or even fully rescue island violations (Kroch, 1981, et seq.). This is especially true in lines of inquiry such
as Kroch (1981); Prince (1990); Erteschik-Shir (1992); and Asudeh (2004;
2011; 2012) which take resumptive pronouns to facilitate sentence processing, a procedure which is unarguably more difficult in the face of a syntactic
island. That resumptives might indeed ameliorate islands is seemingly confirmed by judgments such as those in (4), where the native speaker intuitions
indicate that resumption ignores island constraints or improves the resulting
grammaticality ((4a) is from Irish and (4b) from Levantine Arabic):
(4)

a.

na hamrháini sin nach
bhfuil fhios
[ cé a
the songsi
that neg.comp is
knowledge [ who comp
chum
iadi ].
composed themi ]
“Those songsi that we don’t know [who composed themi ].”
(McCloskey, 2006:(15))

4

Where relevant, we use [brackets] to denote island structures while remaining agnostic to
constituency within that structure. ? as a diacritic is meant to indicate intra-speaker variation
on judgment ranging from fully ungrammatical to fully grammatical.
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kəll muttahamei tfeeʒaʔto
[ lamma/laʔanno
each suspecti
surprised.2s [ when/because
ħabasuw-ai
]
imprisoned.3p-heri ]
“Each suspecti , you were surprised [when/because they imprisoned heri ].”

b.

(Aoun, Choueiri, & Hornstein, 2001:390)

c.

?

Whoi did McNulty aggressively question [the rumor that Lester
knew themi ]?

The strongest formulation of this claim is that resumption is required as
a last resort when filler-gap dependency formation is blocked and dispreferred elsewhere (Kroch, 1981; Shlonsky, 1992; Fox, 1999; and Aoun et
al., 2001). This claim is bolstered by the availability of resumptive pronouns
in nonisland contexts where movement is not available, but also the generalization that resumptive pronouns are obligatory in island structures, as in the
following example from Levantine Arabic:5
(5)

ʔayya sˤaħni baddkun taʕrfo [ ʔəza
tˤalabit*(-oi )
laila
which dishi want.2p know.2p [ whether ordered.3fs*(-iti ) Laila
b-l-matˤʕam
]?
in-the-restaurant ]
“Which dishi do you want to know [whether Laila ordered *(iti ) in the
restaurant]?”

Looking at the data in (4–5), then, one might maintain that resumptives unambiguously ameliorate island violations. However, experimental confirmation
of this intuition has been notoriously hard to come by in the literature. The vast
majority of studies on English suggest that resumption does not significantly
rescue an island violation (Alexopoulou & Keller, 2007; Heestand, Xiang, &
Polinsky, 2011; Clemens, Scontras, & Polinsky, 2012 and Polinsky, Clemens,
Morgan, Xiang, & Heestand, 2013).6 This is not a ubiquitous finding, however, as Ackerman, Frazier, & Yoshida (2015) have shown that forced-choice
5

It is certainly a priori possible that spoken dialectal Arabic could differ in its treatment of
resumption and islandhood from the variety that ultimately will form the object of our study,
Modern Standard Arabic. However, our study uses written stimuli, and there are no conventions for writing spoken Arabic in a uniform way. We will therefore make the necessary —
but ultimately likely incorrect — assumption that what is true about Levantine and Palestinian
Arabic is true for Modern Standard Arabic, as well.
6
Similar conclusions can be drawn from the results reported in McDaniel & Cowart
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tasks do reveal some measure of amelioration in islands. Finally, Beltrama
& Xiang (Accepted) have suggested that acceptability may not be improved
by resumption in an island, but comprehensibility may be, and tasks which
conflate these two notions may conflate the proper interpretation of amelioration results. While it seems clear that resumption in English is not wholly
rescuing of resumption, a question remains as to the proper apprortioning of
explanation between stimulus choice and task.
Turning to grammaticalized resumption languages, there is only one study
that we are aware of that directly addresses the relationship between resumption and islands. In two experiments, Farby et al. (2010) examined whether
Hebrew resumption was preferred to gapping in structures with and without
islands. They showed that resumption was actually dispreferred in nonisland
contexts but marginally preferred in island-violating filler-gap dependencies.
This dovetails with results from Meltzer-Asscher et al. (2015), who show that
resumption is disfavored by Hebrew speakers in written presentation modalities, even in nonisland contexts .
Stepping back, we can see that the existing literature hints at the idea that
grammaticalized resumption languages might behave differently from intrusive resumption languages. While the core finding from each of the English
studies is that acceptability does not meet grammaticality threshold criteria
even when a resumptive pronoun appears in an island, one must ask whether
this could be due to the unacceptable nature of resumptive pronouns more generally in the language. It is here that data from grammaticalized resumption
langauges — languages where resumption is acceptable and often preferred
— can help push the terms of the debate forward.
Finally, there is one additional dimension along which island violation acceptability may differ which is of some interest: the phenomenon typically
called Island Strength (for a theoretical overview, see Szabolcsi, 2006).
(1999); McKee & McDaniel (2001); Keffala & Goodall (2011); Keffala (2011); and Han
et al. (2012), if one draws a distinction between subject and object gaps in island contexts.
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This is a label typically given to a class of distributional observations wherein
certain islands do allow filler-gap dependencies to be constructed across them,
but only with particular fillers. Thus in English, the complex noun phrase
in (6) does not allow gapping of either arguments or adjuncts, whereas the
whether-headed clause in (7) allows filler-gap dependencies with argument
fillers for some speakers.
(6)

a.
b.

* Which fenceri did you hear [the rumor that Gauthier beat ti ]?
* Howi did you hear [the rumor that Gauthier won ti ]?

(7)

a.
b.

?

Which fenceri are you wondering [whether Grumier beat ti ]?
* Howi are you wondering [whether Grumier won ti ]?

Islands which allow some dependencies (7) are often called Weak Islands,
in contrast to Strong Islands which disallow any gaps whatsoever.
One question which undercuts the study of island phenomena is whether
effects seen in one strength of island carry over to the other strength. This
question rears its head in studies of island amelioration by resumption since it
is a priori possible that amelioration either is easier to observe when the island
violation is weak or more salient when the island violation is strong. Thus, in
order to draw conclusions about resumptive amelioration in a grammaticalized
resumption language, a study would ideally demonstrate similarity of amlelioration across both strong and weak islands.

1.3 The Present Study

The two experiments reported here attempt to add data concerning three major
questions to the literature examining the relationship between resumption and
island amelioration: (1) do grammaticalized resumption languages such as
Arabic show differential results concerning island amelioration by pronominal resumption? (2) does the amelioration effect of resumption — if it exists — appear differentially by island type? and (3) can the acceptability improvement induced by resumption (relative to gapped structures) be shown to
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ameliorate the grammatical constraint on islands independent of other acceptability costs associated with islands? These questions are examined in two
experiments using two weak islands (whether islands and adjunct islands) and
one strong island (the Complex Noun Phrase Constraint).

1.3.1 Methodology
The methodology we use to address these questions, especially the component
of acceptability question, is the factorial Likert-acceptability designs reported
in Sprouse, Wagers, & Phillips (2012); Almeida (2014); and Sprouse, Caponigro, Greco, & Cecchetto (in press). In these studies, the crucial question has
been: what are the observable processing cost components of islandhood?
Taking seriously the idea that there are known constraints on the human sentence processor that are conflated in island-violating structures, Sprouse et al.
(2012) and subsequent researchers note that there are two key processing constraints that every island violation also overloads (see also Kluender & Kutas,
1993 and Hofmeister & Sag, 2010, among others):
(8)

a. Length: There is a cost associated with long-distance filler-gap
dependency formation/parsing — longer dependencies are harder
to create/parse than shorter dependencies.
b. Structure: There is a cost associated with island structures —
island structures are complex, and building/parsing them requires
more work than building/parsing non-island structures.

Starting with Sprouse et al. (2012), it has been shown repeatedly that one
can assess the components of length and structure penalties in island violation structures in fully-crossed experimental designs which manipulate both
length and structure simultaneously. As Sprouse et al. (2012) demonstrate
(and which was replicated for Brazilian Portuguese by Almeida, 2014 and Italian by Sprouse et al., in press), island violations do not incur ratings which are
a simple linear addition of the penalties incurred by long dependency length
and island structure alone (see Figure 1). In contrast to what one would expect if island violations were simply the combination of long dependencies
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Rating

Super Additivity

Rating

Linear Additivity

Length

Length
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No
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Figure 1: Predicted factorial plots for a linearly additive (no island, left) result
and a superadditive (island, right) result.
from difficult structures (the linear additive scenario; left sub-plot), island violations in English, Italian, and Brazilian Portuguese have been shown
to be greater than the sum of length and structure penalties alone (the super
additive scenario; right sub-plot).
While the studies in Sprouse et al. (2012); Almeida (2014); and Sprouse
et al. (in press) were designed to assess the predictions of various grammatical and psycholinguistic models of island effects, here we focus on another
application of this design and reasoning: its ability to define the presence of
an island effect in rating studies. If a crossed design yields a superadditve result, then by the logic in Sprouse et al. (2012), et seq., an island is present and
being violated in the stimuli. If, on the other hand, a linearly additive pattern
results, then one can conclude that any observed decrease in rating is possibly
attributable to processing considerations alone.
Here we employ this line of reasoning to assess whether resumptive pronouns in Arabic ameliorate islands. We begin by demonstrating that island
effects do obtain in three structures in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA): (1)
whether-islands, (2) adjunct islands, and (3) complex noun phrase constraint
(CNPC, Ross, 1967) violations. We then ask whether the addition of a resumptive pronoun in the tail position of the dependency changes the resulting
picture from a superadditive to linearly additive one, a picture which is consistent with the grammatical idea that resumption has an ameliorating effect.
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2

Experiment 1

Experiment 1 attempts to replicate as closely as possible, for MSA, the designs in Sprouse et al. (2012) and Sprouse et al. (in press) with the addition
of resumptive pronoun conditions which allow assessment of the impact of
resumption on superadditvity.

2.1 Participants

Participants were 123 native speakers of Arabic and proficient readers of Modern Standard Arabic by self report (81 female; mean age 22.5 years). Participants were all either students or faculty at the United Arab Emirates University
(UAEU), New York University Abu Dhabi (NYUAD), or members of their
families recruited by word-of-mouth.7
All participants provided informed consent and were compensated for 45
minutes of time. This and the subsequent experiment were approved by both
the NYUAD Institutional Review Board as well as the UAEU Ethics Committee.

2.2 Materials & Design

For this experiment, three islands were selected from the set created for the
experiment in Sprouse et al. (2012) and Sprouse et al. (in press): (i) whether
islands, (ii) Adjunct Islands, and (iii) violations of the Complex Noun
Phrase Constraint (CNPC; Ross, 1967). Equivalent islands were constructed in Modern Standard Arabic: (i) whether islands involved complement question CPs headed by ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻥ/maa iðaa kaana, (ii) adjunct islands
7

The recruitment at the UAEU also explains the discrepancy in gender balance — instruction at the UAEU is conducted on gender-segregated campuses and the majority of recruitment
was conducted by a female research assistant on the female campus.
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involved adjunct CPs headed by ﺇﺫﺍ/iðaa (“if”), and (iii) CNPC violations involved a noun with a CP complement. Examples of each of these islands (with
resumption) appear in (9–11):
(9)

Whether Islands:
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ ﻳﺘﺴﺎءﻝ ﺍﻟﺸﺮﻃﻲ ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻥ ﻣﺤﻤﻮﺩ ﺳﺮﻗﻪ؟
maaðaai jatasaaʔalu ʔjaqlaquaʃ-ʃartˤii [ maa ʔiðaa kaana maħmood
whati
wonders the-policeman [ whether had Mahmoud
saraqa-hui ]?
stole-iti ]?
“Whati does the policeman wonder [whether Mahmoud stole (iti )]?”

(10)

Adjunct Islands:
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ ﺗﻘﻠﻖ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻧﺴﻴﻪ ﺍﻟﻤﺤﺎﻣﻲ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻤﻜﺘﺐ؟
maaðaai taqlaqu
[ ʔiðaa nasiija-hui
ʔal-muħaamii
whati
worry.2ms [ if
forgot.3ms-iti the-lawyer
fii-l-maktab ]?
at-the-office ]
“Whati do you worry [if the lawyer forgot (iti ) at the office]?”

(11) CNPC Violations:
ﺃﻧﻜﺮﺕ ﺍﻟﺤﻘﻴﻘﺔ ﺃﻥ ﺍﺣﻤﺪ ﺃﻛﻠﻪ؟
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ
َ
maaðaai ʔankarta
[ ʔal-ħaqiiqa ʔanna ʔaaħmed ʔakala-hui ]?
whati
denied.2ms [ the-fact
comp Ahmed ate.3ms-iti ]
“What did you deny [the fact that Ahmed ate (iti )]?”
For each of the six experimental sentences in each island, six conditions
were created by varying three experimental factors: (1) Length of the fillergap dependency (Short, Long), (2) the presence or absence of an Island
structure (NoIsland, Island), and (3) the presence or absence of a resumptive pronoun (NoResumption, Resumption). Factors (1–2) were
fully crossed in our design. However, since a resumptive pronoun in the
Short conditions would involve a wh-filler immediately followed by a pronoun which resumes it (e.g., *Who he wonders if Shawn saw Gus), we elected
to use a deficient design and manipulate the Resumption variable only inside
the Long length conditions. The result is a 2 × 2 + 2 experimental design.
A complete item set for one whether-island condition appears in (12) and a
complete list of all items and conditions appears in Appendix A.
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(12)

a. Short/No Island/No Resumption
man jaʕtaqidu ʔanna maħmood saraqa
ʔal-miħfaðˤa?
who thinks.3ms comp Mahmoud stole.3ms the-wallet
“Who thinks that Mahmoud stole the wallet?”
b. Long/No Island/No Resumption
maaðaa jaʕtaqidu ʔaʃ-ʃartˤii
ʔanna maħmood saraqa?
what thinks.3ms the-policeman comp Mahmoud stole
“What does the policeman think that Mahmoud stole?”
c. Long/No Island/Resumption
maaðaa jaʕtaqidu ʔaʃ-ʃartˤii
ʔanna maħmood saraqa-hu?
what thinks.3ms the-policeman comp Mahmoud stole-it
“What does the policeman think that Mahmoud stole (it)?”
d. Short/Island/No Resumption
man jatasaaʔalu maa ʔiðaa kaana maħmood saraqa
who wonders whether had.3ms Mahmoud stole.3ms
ʔal-miħfaðˤa?
the-wallet
“Who wonders whether Mahmoud stole the wallet?”
e. Long/Island/No Resumption
maaðaa jatasaaʔalu ʔaʃ-ʃartˤii
maa ʔiðaa kaana maħmood
what wonders the-policeman whether had Mahmoud
saraqa?
stole?
“What does the policeman wonder whether Mahmoud stole?”
f. Long/Island/Resumption
maaðaa jatasaaʔalu ʔaʃ-ʃartˤii
maa ʔiðaa kaana maħmood
what wonders the-policeman whether had Mahmoud
saraqa-hu?
stole-it?
“What does the policeman wonder whether Mahmoud stole (it)?”

Alongside these items we created 64 filler sentences with a uniform distribution of acceptability ratings (mean rating: 3.4 as rated by four native speakers including the second author). The combined fillers and items items were
distributed across six lists in a Latin Square design such that a given participant only saw one experimental sentence from each island item set; each list
had a 3.5:1 filler-to-item ratio. Each participant therefore saw one observation per condition. Finally, since these items were written Modern Standard
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Arabic, it is worth noting that we employed diacritic short vowel/case markers
only where needed to disambiguate lexically ambiguous strings in context —
exactly the same use of diacritics which is common in everyday written MSA
in the Arab world.

2.3 Procedure

Assembly of the experimental surveys was completed by computer software
written by the authors.8 Participants met with an experimenter who provided
them with a paper copy of the survey and explained the directions verbally as
well as answered any questions the participants had. Participants were then
allowed to complete the survey at their leisure and arranged for follow-up
appointment with the experimenter to return the survey and receive compensation. Surveys which were returned without written informed consent were
immediately destroyed.
The survey itself consisted of a set of instructions (in MSA) which directed
the participant to carefully read the following set of sentences and rate them
in terms of their acceptability from 1/١ (“I cannot imagine a speaker of Arabic
saying or writing that sentence”/ﻻ ﺗﺴﺘﻄﻴﻊ ﺍﻟﺘﺨﻴﻞ ﺃﻥ ﻧﺎﻃﻘ ًﺄ ﺑﺎﻟﻠﻐﺔ ﺍﻟﻌﺮﺑﻴﺔ ﻳﻜﺘﺐ ﺃﻭ ﻳﻘﻮﻝ
 )ﺟﻤﻠ ًﺔ ﻛﻬﺬﻩto 7/٧ (“this sentence is very natural to me”/ﻫﺬﻩ ﺍﻟﺠﻤﻠﺔ ﺗﺒﺪﻭ ﻟﻲ ﻃﺒﻴﻌﻴﺔ
)ﺟﺪ ًﺍ. Participants were instructed to take as much time as they needed and to
indicate their choice by circling the appropriate number below the sentence.
Results of both the acceptability and demography data were digitized by hand.

2.4 Analysis & Predictions

Since our experimental design was a 2 × 2 + 2 reduced design, there was no
a priori obvious way to analyze all the conditions together in a single statis8

This software is available at https://github.com/matthew-tucker/Likertator.
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tical model. Since we were primary interested in the presence or absence of
an island effect with or without resumption, we fit two linear mixed effects
regression models for each island type to subsets of the conditions with and
without resumptive pronouns. Thus data were entered into two linear mixed
models, both with Length and Island as fixed effects, one for Resumption conditions (the “resumption model”) and another for No Resumption
conditions (the “gap model”). Short length dependencies were included in
both models. Fixed effects were dummy-coded with the Short, NoIsland,
and NoResumption levels as reference.
For both these models it was also not possible to construct a fully-crossed
random effects structure with subjects and items as random effects owing to
the lack of multiple observations per condition per subject. Both models,
therefore, contained only subjects as random effects. In this and the subsequent condition we first fit a random maximal effects structure (Barr, Levy,
Scheepers, & Tily, 2013). In order to avoid concerns about interpretability and
overparameterization (Bates, Kliegl, Vasishth, & Baayen, 2015), we then compared this model to a model with only random intercepts for subjects. Since
in all cases these models were qualitatively identical, we report here only the
models with random intercepts for subjects for all islands and all experiments.
Finally, owing to the difficulty in estimating degrees of freedom for t-tests of
fixed effect significance in mixed effects models, we simply report the t-value
without an accompanying p−value. A fixed effect is considered significant
if the absolute value of its t-ratio was greater than two, a reasonable heuristic for its 95% confidence interval not including zero (Gelman & Hill, 2006).
We report and comment on marginal effects (based upon the 90% confidence
interval) when the absolute value of t is greater than 1.65, as well.
If the grammatical and acceptability patterns in MSA are similar to those
studied in English (Sprouse et al., 2012), Portuguese (Almeida, 2014), and
Italian (Sprouse et al., in press), then we expect to find effects of both the
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Length and Island variables such that long sentences and island-containing
sentences should be rated lower than their short and non-island counterparts,
respectively. Additionally, the presence of a grammatical island effect should
manifest as an interaction of these two variables, such that the Long/Island
conditions are much worse than would be predicted by the sum of the Long
and Island penalties alone.
For resumption, what we expect depends upon the grammatical and psychological reality of resumption as an ameliorating grammatical process. If resumption is preferred in Arabic, as the grammaticalized resumption hypothesis
supposes, then the Resumption conditions should show higher ratings than
their NoResumption counterparts, both with and without islands. In island
contexts, if it is indeed the case that islands are ameliorated by resumption,
then we expect a rating increase in the Long/Island/Resumption contexts
which is equal to or greater than the increase seen in non-island long dependencies with resumption. If either of these hypotheses about Arabic are incorrect,
then we expect to find no significant effect of the Resumption manipulation
in this experiment.

2.5 Results

Before analysis, raw acceptability ratings were z−score transformed. This
standardization transformation expresses a given rating in terms of its difference from the by-participant mean in units of standard deviations from that
mean. This transformation helps mitigate the effect of individual differences
in scale bias from participant to participant.
The normalized (z-transformed) means and standard errors for all three
island types appear in Table 1 and the results of the linear mixed effects regression for both gap and resumption models appear in Table 2. In this and the
results section of Experiment 2, factorial plots for each of the three islands are
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Island T pe
Condition

Whether

Short/NoIsland
0.67 (0.08)
Long/NoIsland/NoR
0.65 (0.08)
Long/NoIsland/R
−0.31 (0.08)
Short/Island
0.28 (0.08)
Long/Island/NoR
−0.45 (0.07)
Long/Island/R
−0.35 (0.07)

Adjunct

CNPC

0.35 (0.09)
−0.01 (0.09)
−0.40 (0.07)
0.03 (0.07)
−0.59 (0.07)
−0.75 (0.07)

0.79 (0.08)
−0.25 (0.08)
−0.53 (0.07)
0.36 (0.08)
−0.62 (0.07)
−0.59 (0.07)

Table 1: Means and standard errors of standardized ratings over subject rates
for each condition and island in Experiment 1 (N = 123).
Island T pe
Term

Whether
Adjunct
Gap Model

CNPC

Length
Island
Length × Island

−0.61(−5.84) −0.36(−3.20)
−0.40(−3.82) −0.32(−2.86)
−0.11(−0.77) −0.26(−1.66)
Resumption Model

−1.04(−9.74)
−0.43(−4.06)
0.06(0.43)

Length
Island
Length × Island

−0.98(−9.17)
−0.40(−3.73)
0.35(2.33)

−0.75(−7.03) −1.32(−12.63)
−0.32(−3.02) −0.43(−4.12)
−0.03(−0.23)
0.37(2.51)

Table 2: Linear mixed effects model coefficient estimates for Experiment 1.
Values in parentheses represent the t value against and H0 ∶ β = 0.
presented separately. For textual presentation of the results, we comment on
factors with t-values greater than 1.65 (p ≈ .1) and 2.00 (p ≈ 0.05) separately.

2.5.1 Whether Islands
A factorial plot of the standardized rating scores for whether-island conditions
appears in Figure 2; with this and all subsequent plots, we assume that short
conditions are equal in both Resumption and NoResumption conditions
for the sake of more coherent plots, despite the absence of a true Resumption
contrast in Short conditions.
For whether-islands, the statistical analysis revealed an effect of Length
such that Long sentences were rated lower than Short sentences in both
the gap ( β̂ = −0.61; s.e. = 0.10; t = −5.84) and resumption ( β̂ = −0.98; s.e. =
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Standardized Rating (z−score)

Whether Islands − Exp. 1
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island/resumption

no island/resumption

Figure 2: Mean standardized (z-transformed) ratings by condition for whether
islands in Experiment 1. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean
across subject ratings.
0.10; t = −9.17) models. Similarly, there was also a effect of Island such that
Island structures were rated lower than NoIsland structures in both the
gap ( β̂ = −0.40; s.e. = −0.10; t = −3.82) and resumption ( β̂ = −0.40; s.e. =
0.10; t = 3.73) models. The interaction of Length and Island was not significant in the gap model ( β̂ = −0.11; s.e. = 0.15; t = −0.77) but was in the
resumption model ( β̂ = 0.35; s.e. = 0.15; t = 2.33) such that island status had
less of an effect in long conditions than in short conditions. A planned
comparison between the means in the Long/Island/NoResumption and
Long/Island/Resumption conditions did not reach significance (t(121) =
−1.17; p = 0.24).

2.5.2 Adjunct Islands
A factorial plot of the standardized rating scores for the adjunct island conditions appears in Figure 3.
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Standardized Rating (z−score)

Adjunct Islands − Exp. 1
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Figure 3: Mean standardized (z-transformed) ratings by condition for adjunct
islands in Experiment 1. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean
across subject ratings.
For the adjunct islands, the statistical analysis revealed a effect of Length
such that Long sentences were rated lower than Short sentences in both
the gap ( β̂ = −0.36; s.e. = 0.11; t = −3.20) and resumption ( β̂ = −0.75; s.e. =
0.11; t = −7.03) models. There was also a effect of Island such that Island
sentences were rated lower than NoIsland structures in both the gap ( β̂ =
−0.32; s.e. = 0.11; t = −2.86) and resumption ( β̂ = −0.32; s.e. = 0.11; t =
−3.02) models. The interaction of Length and Island status was marginal in
the gap model ( β̂ = −0.26; s.e. = 0.16; t = −1.66) such that the Length × Island interaction was superadditive, but this did not reach significance in the
resumption model ( β̂ = −0.03; s.e. = 0.15; t = −0.23). A planned comparison between sentences in the Long/Island/NoResumption condition and
Long/Island/Resumption condition revealed that the former were rated
significantly higher than the latter (t(122) = 2.03; p = 0.04).
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Standardized Rating (z−score)

CNPC Islands − Exp. 1
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Figure 4: Mean standardized (z-transformed) ratings by condition for CNPC
violations in Experiment 1. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean
across subject ratings.
2.5.3 CNPC Violations
A factorial plot of the standardized rating scores for the CNPC violations appears in Figure 4.
For the CNPC violations, the statistical analysis revealed a effect of Length
such that Long sentences were rated lower than Short sentences in both the
gap ( β̂ = −1.04; s.e. = 0.11; t = −9.74) and the resumption ( β̂ = −1.32; s.e. =
0.10; t = −12.63) models. Furthermore, there was also a effect of Island such
that sentences containing island structures were rated lower than those without island structures in both the gap ( β̂ = −0.43; s.e. = 0.11; t = −4.06) and resumption ( β̂ = −1.32; s.e. = 0.11; t = −4.12) models. The interaction of Length
and Island was not significant in the gap model ( β̂ = 0.06; s.e. = 0.15; t = 0.43)
but was significant in the resumption model ( β̂ = 0.37; s.e. = 0.15; t = 2.51)
such that the effect of island structure was diminished in the long conditions
relative to the short conditions. A planned comparison between the scores in
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the Long/Island/NoResumption and Long/Island/Resumption conditions did not reveal a significant difference between sentences with and without a resumptive pronoun in the Long/Island conditions, given that the two
were rated very close to equal (t(122) = −0.22; p = 0.81).

2.6 Discussion

The results of Experiment 1 are somewhat mixed with respect to the question
of island amelioration by resumptive pronoun, and this is in part due to the
muddled nature of our acceptability results with respect to both islandhood
in MSA and the acceptability of resumption in these items. We take up each
issue separately.
It is clear from our results that not all three of the island constructions —
whether islands, adjunct islands, and CNPC violations — show superadditivity in either a quantitative or qualitative way. Leaving resumption to the side
for a moment, one can observe that all three of our islands show the effects of
length and structure on rating scores, but not the superadditive phenomenon
associated with islands in Sprouse et al. (2012); Almeida (2014); and Sprouse
et al. (in press). While the whether and adjunct islands do show the correct
sign/qualitative pattern on the interaction of Length and Island status, only the
adjunct islands approach qualitative significance and only marginally. It is
true that there was a significant interaction of Length and Structure in the resumption models for adjunct and whether islands, but this is due to a massive
rating penalty for Long/NoIsland/Resumption conditions and as such,
the sign is incorrect for a superadditive island effect.
What does this mean for theories of islandhood? The simplest and most
radical conclusion here would be that MSA simply lacks these three islands.
However, we believe this would miss the point somewhat, as all three structures involve very low ratings (−0.75 ≤ z ≤ −0.25) in long dependency condi-
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tions without resumption. What is not clear from our results is whether there
is a superadditive component to this unacceptability that is unattributable to
length or structure alone. Based on just these results, one might be tempted
to conclude that MSA places a premium on short dependency length out of
simple structures, and that this just happens to dovetail with structures that are
superadditive islands in other languages.
However, we believe that something else is clearly at play in our data,
given the strange behavior of resumption in our results. Nearly every single theoretical and descriptive treatment of MSA filler-gap constructions concludes that resumption is preferred in long dependencies (for an overview,
see Aoun et al., 2010 and the Hebrew results in Meltzer-Asscher et al., 2015,
Exp. 2). Yet resumption is clearly strongly penalized in our results, regardless of island status. In all three distinct syntactic structures, sentences in the
Long/NoIsland/Resumption condition is hugely dispreferred relative to
the equivalent gapped structures. Given the size of this penalty, it is reasonable
to wonder whether the Long/Island/Resumption condition is possibly at
floor, mitigating any ameliorative effect of the pronoun in general.
The experimental items for this experiment were constructed to be the closest possible MSA analogues of the items used in Sprouse et al. (2012) and
Sprouse et al. (in press). However, in doing so, we adopted without discussion a difference in the wh-fillers used in those materials (see Appendix A.1).
Specifically, all the Long conditions had filler-gap (or filler-pronoun) dependencies whose filler was the wh-word ﻣﺎﺫﺍ/maaðaa, “what,” whereas the
Short conditions were all with ﻣﻦ/man, “who.”
As (Aoun et al., 2010:130–9) point out, however, this is not an innocuous
difference. According to their judgments, maaðaa is unacceptable as the head
of a dependency whose tail is a resumptive pronoun, whereas man is much
better. Those authors give several sets of judgments on which fillers are acceptable in MSA with resumption, but crucially for our purposes the relevant
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contrast to maaðaa is ﺃﻱ/ʔayya,
“which” combined with an overt NP restrictor
ّ
(13):9
(13)

a. maaðaai ʔiʃtarat(*-hui ) laila min al-maktabati?
whati bought.3fs(*-iti ) Laila from the-bookstore
“Whati did Laila buy (*iti ) from the bookstore?”
b. ʔayya kitaabini ʔiʃtarat(-hui ) laila min al-maktabati?
which book i bought.3fs(-iti ) Laila from the-bookstore
“Which book i did Laila buy (iti ) from the bookstore?”

While this judgment contrast is not widely reported in the literature, the second
author and our consultants all share it, meaning that our items from Experiment 1 contain a clear confound in the Long conditions. We therefore can
only make limited conclusions from those items concerning the ability of resumption to ameliorate islands. Experiment 2 is designed to test the same thing
as Experiment 1 while controlling for the (in)appropriateness of the wh-filler
associated with the resumptive pronoun.

3

Experiment 2

One of the striking general findings in Experiment 1 was that resumptive pronouns in the long dependency length conditions were quite marked for speakers, even independent of the presence of a syntactic island structure which the
filler-pronoun dependency spanned. In fact, the acceptability cost of resumptive pronouns was larger in non-island contexts than in island contexts. This
is an odd finding given that resumption is typically characterized as at least
optional in filler-gap dependencies in Arabic when grammatical constriants do
not preclude the presence of a gap (Aoun et al., 2010). Experiment 2 addresses
9

How exactly to characterize this difference is a matter of some importance that we will
not take up here. See Aoun et al. (2010) for some discussion of why d(iscourse)-linking
(Pesetsky, 1987) and referentiality (in the sense of Cinque, 1990) are not the correct notions.
We will use the term “complex,” in line with Aoun et al.’s (2010) suggestion that the correct
cut has to do with whether the DP in question has articulated syntactic structure.
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the question of whether or not this could have been due to confounds in the
design of our experimental materials related to the inclusion of wh-fillers that
are not easily linked to resumptive pronouns.
Experiment 2 seeks to remedy this confound by replacing all instaces of
the confounding maaðaa with ʔayya + NP, fulfilling the wh-filler identity requirement discussed by Aoun et al. (2010) and allowing us to properly assess
the ameliorative effect of resumption.

3.1 Participants

Participants were 119 native speakers of Arabic recruited to an online survey
via advertisement at the UAEU, NYUAD, and via the arabic-L mailing list.
Native speaker status was assessed via presentation of the survey entirely in
Arabic as well as via demographic questionnaire. Since the survey was presented online, there was no way to ensure that participants finished the entire
experiment. Especially given that no compensation was offered, many participants did not finish. Of the 119 participants which began the study, only 53
completed it (44.5%), so we report results from only those subjects. No other
subject exclusion criteria were used. All participants provided informed consent via the online survey. None of the recruitment pools used for Experiment
1 were consulted for the recruitment of participants for Experiment 2.

3.2 Materials & Design

Materials for Experiment 2 were constructed by taking the experimental items
from Experiment 1 and replacing all the unacceptable instances of ﻣﺎﺫﺍ/maaðaa
with a DP headed by ﺃﻱ
ّ and containing an NP restrictor which was contextually appropriate for the sentence as a whole — typically this was the noun
which appeared in the embedded complement position in the Short condi-
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tions. All other constrains on experimental filler and item design from Experiment 1 were duplicated. A complete list of experimental items and conditions
appears in Appendix A.

3.3 Procedure

Participants provided informed consent by clicking on a button before being
taken to the directions. The directions were exactly the same as Experiment 1
save for the fact that there was no experimenter present to assess understanding. Subjects indicated their responses to acceptability judgment prompts by
clicking on a radio button that displayed all the choices between 1 and 7. All
other procedural details were identical to Experiment 1.

3.4 Analysis & Predictions

The statistical analysis was identical to Experiment 1. As far as island superadditivity is concerned, our expectations are the same as Experiment 1 — islands
should show an acceptability penalty larger in Long/Island conditions not
analyzable as the sum of the Length and Island penalties alone (an interaction
term). If the confound involving the wh-fillers obliterated the ameliorative
effect of resumption in Experiment 1, then we also expect to find that resumptive pronouns linked to ʔayya + NP will show a larger measure of acceptability increase than was seen for Long conditions in Experiment 1. This should
manifest as an improvement in Long/Island/Resumption conditions relative to equivalent sentences without resumption. Moreover, given that the use
of which-NP fillers often improves the acceptability of long-distance dependencies more generally (Pesetsky, 1987; Cinque, 1990), we expect that Long
conditions should now be above floor and allow us to observe whether superadditivity exists and whether it is ameliorated by the presence of a resumptive.
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Island T pe
Condition

Whether

Adjunct

Short/NoIsland
0.76 (0.10)
Long/NoIsland/NoR
0.11 (0.12)
Long/NoIsland/R
0.51 (0.10)
Short/Island
0.71 (0.10)
Long/Island/NoR
−0.30 (0.09)
Long/Island/R
−0.19 (0.11)

CNPC

0.47 (0.12)
0.80 (0.12)
0.12 (0.12)
0.18 (0.12)
0.65 (0.10)
0.03 (0.11)
0.34 (0.12)
0.44 (0.11)
−0.80 (0.08) −0.66 (0.12)
−0.25 (0.11) −0.66 (0.10)

Table 3: Means and standard errors of standardized ratings over subject rates
for each condition and island in Experiment 2 (N = 53).
Island T pe
Term

Whether
Adjunct
Gap Model

CNPC

Length
Island
Length × Island

−0.65(−4.32) −0.35(−2.22) −0.62(−3.86)
−0.05(−0.33) −0.14(−0.86) −0.35(−2.19)
−0.37(−1.73) −0.78(−3.44) −0.48(−2.08)
Resumption Model

Length
Island
Length × Island

−0.25(−1.69)
−0.05(−0.34)
−0.65(−3.14)

0.18(1.11) −0.77(−5.03)
−0.14(−0.87) −0.35(−2.29)
−0.77(−3.43) −0.34(−1.54)

Table 4: Linear mixed effects model coefficient estimates for Experiment 2.
Values in parentheses represent the t value against and H0 ∶ β = 0.
3.5 Results

As with Experiment 1, the raw scores were first z−transformed before analysis.
The standardized (z−transformed) mean ratings for each of the three islands
appear in Table 3 and the coefficients for the fixed effects in both the gap and
resumption linear mixed effect regression models appear in Table 4.

3.5.1 Whether Islands
A factorial plot of the standardized rating scores for the whether island conditions appears in Figure 5.
For the whether islands, the statistical analysis revealed an effect of Length
such that Long sentences were rated lower than Short sentences in both
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Standardized Rating (z−score)

Whether Islands − Exp. 2
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Figure 5: Mean standardized (z-transformed) ratings by condition for whether
islands in Experiment 2. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean
across subject ratings.
the gap ( β̂ = −0.65; s.e. = 0.15; t = −4.32) model and marginal in the resumption ( β̂ = −0.25; s.e. = −0.15; t = −1.69) model. There was no effect
of Island in either model (all ∣t∣ < 0.40). There was, however, a marginal interaction of Length and Island in the gap model ( β̂ = −0.37; s.e. = 0.21; t =
−1.73) and a significant interaction in the resumption model ( β̂ = −0.65; s.e. =
0.21; t = −3.14). In both cases this was due to a superadditive pattern in
which Island status had a greater impact in Long conditions than in Short
ones. A planned comparison between sentences without a resumptive in the
Long/Island/NoResumption condition and those with a resumptive in the
Long/Island/Resumption condition did not reveal a significant difference
between the presence or absence of a resumptive pronoun in long dependencies constructed across islands boundaries (t(44) = 0.48; p = 0.64).
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Standardized Rating (z−score)

Adjunct Islands − Exp. 2
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Figure 6: Mean standardized (z-transformed) ratings by condition for adjunct
islands in Experiment 2. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean
across subject ratings.
3.5.2 Adjunct Islands
A factorial plot of the standardized rating scores for the adjunct island conditions appears in Figure 6.
For the adjunct islands, the statistical analysis revealed an effect of Length
such that Long sentences were rated lower than Short sentences in the gap
( β̂ = −0.35; s.e. = 0.16; t = −2.22) but not the resumption ( β̂ = 0.18; s.e. =
0.16; t = 1.11) model. Neither model showed a significant effect of Island
structure (all ∣t∣ < 0.90). However, there was a significant interaction between
Length and Island in both the gap ( β̂ = −0.78; s.e. = 0.21; t = −3.44) and resumption ( β̂ = −0.77; s.e. = 0.28; t = −3.43) models. In both cases this was due
to a superadditive pattern, as with the whether island conditions. A planned
comparison between sentences in the Long/Island/NoResumption condition and Long/Island/Resumption condition revealed that resumption
significantly increased ratings relative to the absence of resumption (t(45) =
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Standardized Rating (z−score)

CNPC Islands − Exp. 2
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Figure 7: Mean standardized (z-transformed) ratings by condition for CNPC
violations in Experiment 2. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean
across subject ratings.
4.57; p < 0.0001).

3.5.3 CNPC Violations
A factorial plot of the standardized rating scores for the CNPC violation conditions appears in Figure 7.
For the CNPC violation sentences, the statistical analysis revealed an effect of Length such that Long sentences were rated lower than Short sentences in both the gap ( β̂ = −0.62; s.e. = 0.16; t = −3.86) and resumption
( β̂ = −0.77; s.e. = 0.15; t = −5.03) models. Furthermore, there was also an
effect of Island such that Island sentences were rated lower than NoIsland
sentences in both the gap ( β̂ = −0.35; s.e. = 0.16; t = −2.19) and resumption
( β̂ = −0.35; s.e. = 0.16; t = −2.29) models. Additionally, there was an interaction between Length and Island in the gap model ( β̂ = −0.48; s.e. = 0.23; t =
−2.08) that was not present in the resumption model ( β̂ = −0.34; s.e. = 0.22; t =
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−1.54). A planned comparison between sentences without a resumptive pronoun in the Long/Island/NoResumption condition and those with a pronoun in the Long/Island/Resumption condition did not reach significance
(t(45) = −0.03; p = 0.97).

3.6 Discussion

The results of Experiment 2 are suggestive of the idea that the confound of
inappropriate wh-fillers did contaminate the results from Experiment 1. In all
three structures — whether islands, adjunct islands, and CNPC violations —
the data in this experiment show a superadditive effect beyond the contributions of length and (where it is present) island structure alone. In each of these
three structures, the gap model shows a significant interaction of Length and
Island such that the effect of structure is larger in the long dependency conditions than in the short dependency conditions — exactly the superadditive
effect documented in Sprouse et al. (2012); Almeida (2014); and Sprouse et
al. (in press).
What is particularly interesting about these data, however, is that this superadditivity is different in size for each of the three islands. While our experiments were not designed to assess differences in island strength across
these three constructions, it is worth noting that two of them, adjunct and
whether islands, fall into the class of so-called “weak” islands (see Szabolcsi,
2006 and references therein) in the syntactic literature (the CNPC is likely a
strong island, though this has not been overtly discussed for MSA in particular). The strongest island effect, it appears, is found in dependencies across
adjunct clauses, a weak island in English and Romance. These results are
therefore suggestive of the idea that different islands present different superadditive penalties on acceptability, even within the supposedly homogeneous
class of weak islands, though further study is clearly needed on this point.
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Experiment 2 also shows that resumption can ameliorate islands, but again
differentially based upon the island in question. For the adjunct islands, resumption in an island-violating context clearly helps a great deal, as evidenced
by the significant planned comparison in that structure. CNPC structures, on
the other hand, provide an equally clear, but opposite conclusion: resumption
appears as equally acceptable as gapping. With the CNPC violations, however, the strong unacceptability of long-distance dependencies in the island
structure without the gap makes one wonder whether we could again be at
floor in these data, making the results difficult to interpret — it is very possible MSA simply does not allow filler-gap dependencies to be constructed
inside CNPC complements.10 For whether islands, the results seem somewhat in the middle — qualitatively the pronoun appears to help, but the result
is not significant. Again, here it is useful to remember that whether islands
are typically classified as weak, suggesting that resumption might ameliorate
different islands differentially.
Finally, focusing on the adjunct islands and whether islands, the ameliorative effect of resumption nearly completely wipes out the superadditive effect
of the island when assessing the Island/Resumption conditions against the
NoIsland/NoResumption conditions — these lines are nearly parallel in
the factorial plots. Here we can see the impetus for theoretical researchers to
conclude that resumption ameliorates islands, since this would mean that resumption removes the component of the rating penalty associated with extraprocessing (and possibly grammatical) concerns, leaving only the penalties
associated with length and structure alone.
10

A brief survey of the theoretical literature on islands in MSA yields a striking absence of
any discussion of CNPC violations by native speaker linguists, even in studies such as Wahba
(1984) which provide typologies of wh-dependencies in the language.
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4

General Discussion

4.1 Differences within Differences

In order to compare our results across islands and experiments, it is helpful to have a numerical estimation of the superadditive component of each
island and the effect that resumption has on the superadditivity for a given
island. Fortunately, the factorial design we employed throughout both experiments allows for a simple estimation of the superadditive effect using
the Differences-in-Differences score (Maxwell & Delaney, 2004; see
also the discussion in Sprouse et al., 2012 and Sprouse et al., in press). The
differences-in-differences (DD) score is useful because it provides a clear
value of the component of an interaction term not explicable entirely in terms
of underlying main or simple effects.
This DD value can be calculated for a two way interaction as follows: first,
we calculate the difference between two scores from the four conditions. This
value, D1, we define as the rating for the Long/NoIsland condition minus
the rating for the Long/Island condition. Second, we calculate the difference between the two remaining conditions in the interaction. This value, D2,
is therefore the ratings for the Short/NoIsland condition minus the rating
for the Short/Island condition. Straightforwardly, then, DD = D1 − D2.
This value can be computed for each subject individually and then averaged
across subjects to give an estimate of the DD size in a given experiment.
In our study, however, we do not have a 2 × 2 design with a two-way
interaction but a defective 2 × 2 + 2 design. We therefore compute two DD
scores. The first is computed exactly as described above, using the NoResumption conditions throughout. This DD score gives a straightforward estimation of the superadditivity component of an island modulo resumption.
The second DD score is designed to assess a change in the superadditivity
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effect engendered by resuming the gap position with a resumptive pronoun.
To that end, it is identical to the first DD score, expect that D1is computed
by taking the difference of both the Long/NoIsland/NoResumption and
Long/Island/Resumption conditions. This allows us to assess whether
there is a superadditive component in resumed island filler-gap dependencies
when compared to a long distance dependency with a gap and, if it is present,
to compare it directly to the identical DD score for a dependency with gaps
across the board. These DD values for all three islands in both experiments
are shown in Table 5.
Island
Whether
Adjunct
CNPC

Experiment 1
No RP
RP
0.13 (0.14) 0.05 (0.15)
0.25 (0.14) 0.40 (0.15)
-0.05 (0.14) -0.06 (0.15)

Experiment 2
No RP
RP
0.20 (0.21) 0.19 (0.19)
0.78 (0.18) 0.21 (0.21)
0.39 (0.23) 0.40 (0.20)

Table 5: Differences within differences scores for all three islands in both
experiments, separated by the presence or absence of a resumptive pronoun
(RP). Values in partheses represent the standard error of the mean.)
When the DD value is positive, this implies that a superadditive pattern
is present and trends in the expected direction for a grammatical island. A
number close to zero or negative implies that no superadditive component
appears in the ratings for that island/experiment pair. We report standard errors
for these DD values but interpret them cautiously, as each subject saw only one
item per condition per island in each experiment. We use these DD values in
drawing conclusions about the magnitude of island and amelioration effects
in what follows.

4.2 Islands in MSA

One of the striking facts in our results is the variability of the presence and
magnitude of superadditive island effects across the three constructions and
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both experiments in our results. In Experiment 1, only whether and adjunct
islands show superadditive effects, and whether islands do so with a smaller
magnitude (0.13) than adjunct islands (0.25). In Experiment 2, this general
pattern of larger effects for adjunct islands (0.78) than whether islands (0.20)
remains, but there CNPC violations also showed a superadditive component
(0.39).
In theoretical work, which syntactic constructions qualify as islands are
often cited as a point of crosslinguistic variation. For instance, Rizzi (1982)
notes that relative clause dependencies can show crosslinguistic variation in
islandhood across Italian and English, a fact which is confirmed by the quantitative studies in Sprouse et al. (in press). If superadditivity in quantitative
acceptability studies is used as definitional of island effects in the grammar
(Almeida, 2014), then our results could be taken to indicate that there is some
crosslinguistic variability in the expression of islands when MSA is compared
to other languages.
This is an important result since no formal studies that we are aware of discuss the relationship between acceptability and grammaticality in MSA. We
can entertain two hypotheses to account for this heterogeneity in our data. The
first would hold that whether islands are simply not barriers to the formation
of wh-filler gap dependencies in Arabic. This would be a somewhat surprising
result given the general property that MSA holds many constituents to be barriers to dependency formation with gaps (such as PPs) which are not barriers
in, for instance, Indo European. It strikes us as somewhat odd, therefore, to
maintain that MSA is more conservative in wh-dependency formation in most
cases, except in adjunct islands.
The other option maintains a more quantitative approach to dealing with
the differences between adjunct and whether islands. Given that we did not
have any a priori reason to doubt that Arabic contains the same inventory of island constructions as English, the somewhat weaker status of whether islands
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in our results could be taken as indicative of a heterogeneity among weak islands in MSA. What is more, at least one universally strong island (CNPC
violations) does not appear to engender as large of a superadditive penalty as
at least one weak island (adjunct island violations). More research is needed
to clarify how the magnitude of superadditive effects relates to the theoretical
strength of an island à la theoretical syntax, but these data provide an interesting starting point suggestive of a different kind of acceptability heterogeneity
than is seen in theoretical studies of island strength.
However, in our results this issue is confounded by one of population and
proficiency in MSA. Experiment 1 demonstrated that only adjunct islands
showed a superadditive effect and they only did so marginally. This is true
even in the gap statistical model, where the issue of linking a bare wh-filler
to a resumptive pronoun should not be an issue. We believe that this discrepancy is at least partially attributable to differences in population across the two
studies. Experiment 1 mostly surveyed a sample of university students in the
United Arab Emirates and their families, whereas Experiment 2 surveyed the
arabic-L email list, which is comprised of people who, on the whole, have
some formal training in the grammar of MSA. The diglossic situation between
MSA and the spoken Arabic varieties entails that proficiency in MSA can be
an issue in places where English or French are commonly spoken; the UAE is
such a place. We therefore think it possible that at least subsets of participants
from Experiment 1 may differ in their MSA proficiency from the speakers
sampled in Experiment 2. However, the exact impact of diglossia in MSA on
the assessment of marginal syntactic constructions (such as islands) is poorly
understood at present, and our study incorporated no formal assessment of
MSA proficiency in either population, so more work is needed on this point.
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4.3 The Grammaticality of Resumption and Gapping

One general issue raised by our study is the grammatical status of resumption
and gapping in MSA, even modulo the presence of an island. As noted in the
introduction, MSA — and Arabic more generally — is generally described as
a grammaticali ed resumption language insofar as it makes widespread
grammatical use of resumption. Our results suggest that this cut may be too
simplistic. In addition to the constraint resumption places on the content of the
wh-filler, we also see that resumption is dispreferred in certain long-distance
dependencies, such as the Long/NoIsland/Resumption conditions in the
CNPC islands in our data. It therefore appears that in certain grammatical
corners, a grammaticalized resumption language can behave like an intrusive
resumption language in penalizing the presence of a pronoun in the gap position of a filler-gap dependency.
However, there is clearly a core validity to the claim that resumption is
grammatically special in Arabic, as our results in Experiment 2 from whether
and adjunct structures confirm. There, even in the absence of an island, resumption is preferred to gapping, a result which can be seen as dovetailing
with theoretical claims that gapping is generally marked in MSA, but in contrast to the results for Hebrew reported by Meltzer-Asscher et al. (2015). Our
results suggest that a long dependency with a gap in a non-island context reduces acceptability more or less to the mean acceptability for a speaker. However, we are hesitant to conclude that this means gapping is unacceptable in
MSA given that a sufficiently articulated theory does not exist that specifies
the linking between acceptability and grammaticality in such a way that we
can assess the status of a mean acceptability rating. Again here, further work
is necessary, and we believe much could be gained from assessing these same
patterns in relative clauses in addition to constituent wh-questions, since those
constructions formed the empirical basis of initial studies into the grammati-
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cal status of resumption in Semitic (Borer, 1984; Sells, 1984; Shlonsky, 1992;
Aoun et al., 2010)

4.4 Amelioration in Islands

Finally, we return to the larger question which motivated this study: does resumption ameliorate an island violation in MSA? The answer appears to be
“it depends.” It depends, firstly, upon the nature of the wh-filler which is
co-construed with the resumptive pronoun — if this is a bare wh-item such
as “what,” then resumption is simply unacceptable. Provided that a complex
wh-phrase is used, then resumption can be supportive of otherwise very unacceptable filler-gap dependencies. It depends, also however, upon the island
out of which the dependency is formed. Dependencies spanning the CNPCs
employed in our study receive no help from resumption (0.39 with a gap versus
0.40 with a pronoun), a fact we have tentatively linked to the unacceptability
of any filler-gap dependency with CNPC constructions more generally.
However, even within the class of weak islands formed by adjunct and
whether constructions in our data, it also depends. The amelioration effect is
clear in adjunct islands (no resumption at 0.78 versus resumption at 0.20), and
not so clear in whether islands (no resumption at 0.20 versus resumption at
0.19). It therefore seems as though the kind of island is relevant to the ameliorative effect of resumptive pronouns in ways which largely mimic the extent
to which the type of island affects superadditivity in general. However, we
must note that even in with a resumptive pronoun, adjunct island violations
are still rated below the mean acceptability for these speakers. It is therefore
possible to describe the ameliorative effect as “making the best of a bad situation.” Whether this qualifies as grammatical amelioration depends upon one’s
syntactic theory, but we can note that this might be the principle underlying the
occasional report that resumption ameliorates islands in English (Ackerman
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et al., 2015), since those studies involved force-choice tasks between gapping
and resumption structures.

4.5 Conclusions

We have demonstrated that superadditivity can be observed in islands in Arabic, both with and without resumptive pronouns in the tail position of a fillergap dependency. The amount to which quantitative superadditive acceptability penalties appear with islands in MSA depends on the type of island and
possibly the proficiency with MSA of the subject population. Where resumption is present, our results show that the acceptability of resumption more generally depends on the type of filler associated with the dependency. Where
these constraints are respected, resumption has been shown to increase the acceptability of dependencies spanning island boundaries, especially for adjunct
islands. Where amelioration does occur, the resulting improvement nearly
obliterates the superadditive component of the island violation, meaning that
resumption can be seen to improve the non-processing component of acceptability penalties in Arabic.
These results help to clarify the contribution of various known components of difficult sentence processing at play in filler-gap dependency formation inside island structures, allowing us to understand the theoretical import of
claims that resumption facilitates understanding and acceptability in island violations. At the same time, the resulting sentences are still well below average
acceptability to speakers, leading to the conclusion that, even in a grammaticalized resumption language such as MSA, resumption still makes the best
of two very bad situations — both dependencies in an island with a gap and
dependencies in an island with a resumptive pronoun. The result is a picture
of the grammar-processing interface which takes islands to be a multifaceted
phenomenon made up of both grammatical and processing concerns, each part
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of which can be manipulated independently by changes in the nature of the
filler-gap or filler-pronoun dependency.
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A

Appendix: Experimental Materials

This appendix contains the complete lists of experimental materials used in
Experiments 1–2 in the text. They are presented in the following condition
order for each experiment:
(14)

a.
b.
c.
d.

Short, No Island
Long, No Island
Short, Island
Long, Island

Additionally, the Resumption condition was created by adding a clitic pronoun to the embedded verb in each of the Long conditions only.
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A.1 Experiment 1

A.1.1 Whether Islands
(15)

a. Who thinks that Mahmoud stole the wallet?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﻌﺘﻘﺪ ﺃﻥ ﻣﺤﻤﻮﺩ ﺳﺮﻕ ﺍﻟﻤﺤﻔﻈﺔ؟
b. What does the policeman think Mahmoud stole?
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ ﻳﻌﺘﻘﺪ ﺍﻟﺸﺮﻃﻲ ﺃﻥ ﻣﺤﻤﻮﺩ ﺳﺮﻕ؟
c. Who wonders whether Mahmoud stole the wallet?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﺘﺴﺎءﻝ ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻥ ﻣﺤﻤﻮﺩ ﺳﺮﻕ ﺍﻟﻤﺤﻔﻈﺔ؟
d. What does the policeman wonder whether Mahmoud stole?
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ ﻳﺘﺴﺎءﻝ ﺍﻟﺸﺮﻃﻲ ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻥ ﻣﺤﻤﻮﺩ ﺳﺮﻕ؟

(16)

a. Who thinks that Marwa followed after the bus?
ﻳﻈﻦ ﺃﻥ ﻣﺮﻭﺓ ﻻﺣﻘﺖ ﺍﻟﺤﺎﻓﻠﺔ؟
ﻣﻦ
ّ
b. What does the detective think that Marwa chased after?
ﺗﻈﻦ ﺍﻟﻤﺤﻘﻘﺔ ﺃﻥ ﻣﺮﻭﺓ ﻻﺣﻘﺖ؟
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ
ّ
c. Who knows whether Marwa chased after the bus?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﻌﺮﻑ ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻣﺮﻭﺓ ﻻﺣﻘﺖ ﺍﻟﺤﺎﻓﻠﺔ؟
d. What does the detective know whether Marwa chased after?
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ ﺗﻌﺮﻑ ﺍﻟﻤﺤﻘﻘﺔ ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻣﺮﻭﺓ ﻻﺣﻘﺖ؟

(17)

a. Who thinks that Muna sold the television?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﻌﺘﻘﺪ ﺃﻥ ﻣﻨﻰ ﺑﺎﻋﺖ ﺍﻟﺘﻠﻔﺎﺯ؟
b. What does the administrator think that Muna sold?
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ ﻳﻌﺘﻘﺪ ﺍﻟﻤﺪﻳﺮ ﺃﻥ ﻣﻨﻰ ﺑﺎﻋﺖ؟
c. Who wonders whether Muna sold the television?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﺘﺴﺎءﻝ ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻣﻨﻰ ﺑﺎﻋﺖ ﺍﻟﺘﻠﻔﺎﺯ؟
d. What does the administrator wonder whether Muna sold?
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ ﻳﺘﺴﺎءﻝ ﺍﻟﻤﺪﻳﺮ ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻣﻨﻰ ﺑﺎﻋﺖ؟

(18)

a. Who thinks that Mustafa wrote the letter?
ﻳﻈﻦ ﺃﻥ ﻣﺼﻄﻔﻰ ﻛﺘﺐ ﺍﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ؟
ﻣﻦ
ّ
b. What does the soldier know that Mustafa wrote?
ﻳﻈﻦ ﺍﻟﺠﻨﺪﻱ ﺃﻥ ﻣﺼﻄﻔﻰ ﻛﺘﺐ؟
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ
ّ
c. Who knows whether Mustafa wrote the letter?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﻌﺮﻑ ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻥ ﻣﺼﻄﻔﻰ ﻛﺘﺐ ﺍﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ؟
d. What does the solider know whether Mustafa wrote?
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ ﻳﻌﺮﻑ ﺍﻟﺠﻨﺪﻱ ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻥ ﻣﺼﻄﻔﻰ ﻛﺘﺐ؟

(19)

a. Who thinks that Naser bought the house?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﻌﺘﻘﺪ ﺃﻥ ﻧﺎﺻﺮ ﺍﺷﺘﺮﻯ ﺍﻟﺒﻴﺖ؟
b. What does the banker think that Naser bought?
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ ﻳﻌﺘﻘﺪ ﺍﻟﻤﺼﺮﻓﻲ ﺃﻥ ﻧﺎﺻﺮ ﺍﺷﺘﺮﻯ؟
c. Who wonders whether Naser bought the house?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﺘﺴﺎءﻝ ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻥ ﻧﺎﺻﺮ ﺍﺷﺘﺮﻯ ﺍﻟﺒﻴﺖ؟
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d. What does the banker wonder whether Naser bought?
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ ﻳﺘﺴﺎءﻝ ﺍﻟﻤﺼﺮﻓﻲ ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻥ ﻧﺎﺻﺮ ﺍﺷﺘﺮﻯ؟
(20)

a. Who thinks that Noor read the book?
ﻳﻈﻦ ﺃﻥ ﻧﻮﺭ ﻗﺮﺃﺕ ﺍﻟﻜﺘﺎﺏ؟
ﻣﻦ
ّ
b. What does the teacher think that Noor read?
ﻳﻈﻦ ﺍﻟﻤﻌﻠﻢ ﺃﻥ ﻧﻮﺭ ﻗﺮﺃﺕ؟
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ
ّ
c. Who knows whether Noor read the book?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﻌﺮﻑ ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻧﻮﺭ ﻗﺮﺃﺕ ﺍﻟﻜﺘﺎﺏ؟
d. What does the teacher wonder whether Noor read?
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ ﻳﻌﺮﻑ ﺍﻟﻤﻌﻠﻢ ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻧﻮﺭ ﻗﺮﺃﺕ؟

A.1.2 Adjunct Islands
(21)

a. Who believes that the lawyer forgot his briefcase at the office?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﻌﺘﻘﺪ ﺃﻥ ﺍﻟﻤﺤﺎﻣﻲ ﻧﺴﻲ ﺣﻘﻴﺒﺘﻪ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻤﻜﺘﺐ؟
b. What do you think that the lawyer forgot at the office?
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ ﺗﻌﺘﻘﺪ ﺃﻥ ﺍﻟﻤﺤﺎﻣﻲ ﻧﺴﻲ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻤﻜﺘﺐ؟
c. Who worries if the lawyer forgot his briefcase at the office?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﻘﻠﻖ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻧﺴﻲ ﺍﻟﻤﺤﺎﻣﻲ ﺣﻘﻴﺒﺘﻪ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻤﻜﺘﺐ؟
d. What do you worry if the lawyer forgot at the office?
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ ﺗﻘﻠﻖ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻧﺴﻲ ﺍﻟﻤﺤﺎﻣﻲ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻤﻜﺘﺐ؟

(22)

a. Who wishes that the prince bought a carpet at the market?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﺘﻤﻨﻰ ﺃﻥ ﺍﻻﻣﻴﺮ ﺍﺷﺘﺮﻯ ﺳﺠﺎﺩﺓ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺴﻮﻕ؟
b. What do you wish that the prince bought at the market?
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ ﺗﺘﻤﻨﻰ ﺃﻥ ﺍﻻﻣﻴﺮ ﺍﺷﺘﺮﻯ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺴﻮﻕ؟
c. Who laughs if the prince bought a carpet at the market?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﻀﺤﻚ ﺇﺫﺍ ﺍﺷﺘﺮﻯ ﺍﻻﻣﻴﺮ ﺳﺠﺎﺩﺓ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺴﻮﻕ؟
d. What do you laugh if the prince bought at the market?
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ ﺗﻀﺤﻚ ﺇﺫﺍ ﺍﺷﺘﺮﻯ ﺍﻻﻣﻴﺮ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺴﻮﻕ؟

(23)

a. Who believes that the artist will paint a painting today?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﻌﺘﻘﺪ ﺃﻥ ﺍﻟﻔﻨﺎﻥ ﺳﻴﺮﺳﻢ ﻟﻮﺣﺔ ﺍﻟﻴﻮﻡ؟
b. What do you believe that the artist will paint today?
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ ﺗﻌﺘﻘﺪ ﺃﻥ ﺍﻟﻔﻨﺎﻥ ﺳﻴﺮﺳﻢ ﺍﻟﻴﻮﻡ؟
c. Who blushes if the artist painted a painting today?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﺨﺠﻞ ﺇﺫﺍ ﺭﺳﻢ ﺍﻟﻔﻨﺎﻥ ﻟﻮﺣﺔ ﺍﻟﻴﻮﻡ؟
d. What do you blush if the artist painted today?
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ ﺗﺨﺠﻞ ﺇﺫﺍ ﺭﺳﻢ ﺍﻟﻔﻨﺎﻥ ﺍﻟﻴﻮﻡ؟

(24)

a. Who hopes that the musician will play his new song at the concert?
ﺍﻟﻤﻮﺳﻴﻘﻲ ﺳﻴﻌﺰﻑ ﺃﻏﻨﻴﺘﻪ ﺍﻟﺠﺪﻳﺪﺓ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺤﻔﻞ؟
ﻣﻦ ﻳﺄﻣﻞ ﺃﻥ
ّ
b. What do you hope that the musician will play at the concert?
ﺍﻟﻤﻮﺳﻴﻘﻲ ﺳﻴﻌﺰﻑ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺤﻔﻞ؟
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ ﺗﺄﻣﻞ ﺃﻥ
ّ
c. Who groans if the musician played his new song at the concert?
ﺍﻟﻤﻮﺳﻴﻘﻲ ﺃﻏﻨﻴﺘﻪ ﺍﻟﺠﺪﻳﺪﺓ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺤﻔﻞ؟
ﻣﻦ ﻳﺸﺘﻜﻲ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻋﺰﻑ
ّ
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d. What do you groan if the musician played at the concert?
ﺍﻟﻤﻮﺳﻴﻘﻲ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺤﻔﻞ؟
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ ﺗﺸﺘﻜﻲ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻋﺰﻑ
ّ
(25)

a. Who doubts that the king wrote a long speech yesterday?
ّ
ﻳﺸﻚ ﺃﻥ ﺍﻟﻤﻠﻚ ﻛﺘﺐ ﺧﻄﺎﺑﺎ ﻃﻮﻳﻼ ﺑﺎﻷﻣﺲ؟
ﻣﻦ
b. What do you doubt that the king wrote yesterday?
ّ
ﺗﺸﻚ ﺃﻥ ﺍﻟﻤﻠﻚ ﻛﺘﺐ ﺑﺎﻷﻣﺲ؟
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ
c. Who laughs if the king wrote a long speech yesterday?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﻀﺤﻚ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺘﺐ ﺍﻟﻤﻠﻚ ﺧﻄﺎﺑﺎ ﻃﻮﻳﻼ ﺑﺎﻷﻣﺲ؟
d. What do you laugh if the king wrote yesterday?
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ ﺗﻀﺤﻚ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺘﺐ ﺍﻟﻤﻠﻚ ﺑﺎﻷﻣﺲ؟

(26)

a. Who claims that the friends exhanged greetings at the market?
ﻳﺪﻋﻰ ﺃﻥ ﺍﻷﺻﺪﻗﺎء ﺗﺒﺎﺩﻟﻮﺍ ﺍﻟﺘﺤﻴﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺴﻮﻕ؟
ّ ﻣﻦ
b. What do you claim that the friends exchanged at the market?
ﺗﺪﻋﻲ ﺃﻥ ﺍﻷﺻﺪﻗﺎء ﺗﺒﺎﺩﻟﻮﺍ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺴﻮﻕ؟
ّ ﻣﺎﺫﺍ
c. Who becomes happy if the friends exhanged greetings at the market?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﻔﺮﺡ ﺇﺫﺍ ﺗﺒﺎﺩﻝ ﺍﻷﺻﺪﻗﺎء ﺍﻟﺘﺤﻴﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺴﻮﻕ؟
d. What do you become happy if the friends exchanged at the market?
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ ﺗﻔﺮﺡ ﺇﺫﺍ ﺗﺒﺎﺩﻝ ﺍﻷﺻﺪﻗﺎء ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺴﻮﻕ؟

A.1.3 CNPC Violations
(27)

(28)

(29)

a. Who heard that Meera prepared the bread?
ﺣﻀﺮﺕ ﺍﻟﺨﺒﺰ؟
ّ ﻣﻦ ﺳﻤﻊ ﺃﻥ ﻣﻴﺮﺍ
b. What did you hear that Meera prepared?
ﺣﻀﺮﺕ؟
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ
ّ ﺳﻤﻌﺖ ﺃﻥ ﻣﻴﺮﺍ
َ
c. Who heard the rumor that Meera prepared the bread?
ﺣﻀﺮﺕ ﺍﻟﺨﺒﺰ؟
ّ ﻣﻦ ﺳﻤﻊ ﺍﻹﺷﺎﻋﺔ ﺃﻥ ﻣﻴﺮﺍ
d. What did you hear the rumor that Meera prepared?
ﺣﻀﺮﺕ؟
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ
ّ ﺳﻤﻌﺖ ﺍﻹﺷﺎﻋﺔ ﺃﻥ ﻣﻴﺮﺍ
َ
a. Who denied that Ahmed ate the meat?
ﻣﻦ ﺃﻧﻜﺮ ﺃﻥ ﺍﺣﻤﺪ ﺃﻛﻞ ﺍﻟﻠﺤﻢ؟
b. What did you deny that Ahmed ate?
ﺃﻧﻜﺮﺕ ﺃﻥ ﺍﺣﻤﺪ ﺃﻛﻞ؟
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ
َ
c. Who denied the fact that Ahmed ate the meat?
ﻣﻦ ﺃﻧﻜﺮ ﺍﻟﺤﻘﻴﻘﺔ ﺃﻥ ﺍﺣﻤﺪ ﺃﻛﻞ ﺍﻟﻠﺤﻢ؟
d. What did you deny the fact that Ahmed ate?
ﺃﻧﻜﺮﺕ ﺍﻟﺤﻘﻴﻘﺔ ﺃﻥ ﺍﺣﻤﺪ ﺃﻛﻞ؟
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ
َ
a. Who announced that Essam won the prize?
ﻣﻦ ﺃﻋﻠﻦ ﺃﻥ ﻋﺼﺎﻡ ﺭﺑﺢ ﺍﻟﺠﺎﺋﺰﺓ؟
b. What did you announce that Essam won?
ﺃﻋﻠﻨﺖ ﺃﻥ ﻋﺼﺎﻡ ﺭﺑﺢ؟
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ
َ
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c. Who announced the news that Essam won the prize?
ﻣﻦ ﺃﻋﻠﻦ ﺍﻟﺨﺒﺮ ﺃﻥ ﻋﺼﺎﻡ ﺭﺑﺢ ﺍﻟﺠﺎﺋﺰﺓ؟
d. What did you announce the news that Essam won?
ﺃﻋﻠﻨﺖ ﺍﻟﺨﺒﺮ ﺃﻥ ﻋﺼﺎﻡ ﺭﺑﺢ؟
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ
َ
(30)

a. Who announced that Fatima lost the game?
ﻣﻦ ﺃﻋﻠﻦ ﺃﻥ ﻓﺎﻃﻤﺔ ﺧﺴﺮﺕ ﺍﻟﻤﺒﺎﺭﺍﺓ؟
b. What did you announce that Fatima lost?
ﺃﻋﻠﻨﺖ ﺃﻥ ﻓﺎﻃﻤﺔ ﺧﺴﺮﺕ؟
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ
َ
c. Who announced the news that Fatima lost the game?
ﻣﻦ ﺃﻋﻠﻦ ﺍﻟﺨﺒﺮ ﺃﻥ ﻓﺎﻃﻤﺔ ﺧﺴﺮﺕ ﺍﻟﻤﺒﺎﺭﺍﺓ؟
d. What did you announce the news that Fatima lost?
ﺃﻋﻠﻨﺖ ﺍﻟﺨﺒﺮ ﺃﻥ ﻓﺎﻃﻤﺔ ﺧﺴﺮﺕ؟
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ
َ

(31)

a. Who claimed that Habib stole the money?
ﻣﻦ ﺯﻋﻢ ﺃﻥ ﻋﻠﻲ ﺳﺮﻕ ﺍﻟﻤﺎﻝ؟
b. What did you claim that Habib stole?
ﺯﻋﻤﺖ ﺃﻥ ﻋﻠﻲ ﺳﺮﻕ؟
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ
َ
c. Who claimed the claim that Habib stole the money?
ﻣﻦ ﻧﺸﺮ ﺍﻻﺩﻋﺎء ﺃﻥ ﻋﻠﻲ ﺳﺮﻕ ﺍﻟﻤﺎﻝ؟
d. What did you claim the claim that Ali stole?
ﻧﺸﺮﺕ ﺍﻻﺩﻋﺎء ﺃﻥ ﻋﻠﻲ ﺳﺮﻕ؟
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ
َ

(32)

a. Who heard that Ilyas received the award?
ﻣﻦ ﺳﻤﻊ ﺃﻥ ﺇﻟﻴﺎﺱ ﺃﺧﺬ ﺍﻟﺠﺎﺋﺰﺓ؟
b. What did you hear that Ilyas received?
ﺳﻤﻌﺖ ﺃﻥ ﺇﻟﻴﺎﺱ ﺃﺧﺬ؟
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ
َ
c. Who heard the rumor that Ilyas received the award?
ﻣﻦ ﺳﻤﻊ ﺍﻹﺷﺎﻋﺔ ﺃﻥ ﺇﻟﻴﺎﺱ ﺃﺧﺬ ﺍﻟﺠﺎﺋﺰﺓ؟
d. What did you hear the rumor that Ilyas received?
ﺳﻤﻌﺖ ﺍﻹﺷﺎﻋﺔ ﺃﻥ ﺇﻟﻴﺎﺱ ﺃﺧﺬ؟
ﻣﺎﺫﺍ
َ

A.2 Experiment 2

A.2.1 Whether Islands
(33)

a. Who thinks that Mahmoud stole the wallet?
ﺃﻱ ﻣﺤﻔﻈﺔ ﻳﻌﺘﻘﺪ ﺍﻟﺸﺮﻃﻲ ﺃﻥ ﻣﺤﻤﻮﺩ ًﺍ ﺳﺮﻕ؟
ّ
b. Which wallet does the policeman think Mahmoud stole?
ﺃﻱ ﻣﺤﻔﻈﺔ ﻳﻌﺘﻘﺪ ﺍﻟﺸﺮﻃﻲ ﺃﻥ ﻣﺤﻤﻮﺩ ًﺍ ﺳﺮﻕ؟
ّ
c. Who wonders whether Mahmoud stole the wallet?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﺘﺴﺎءﻝ ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻥ ﻣﺤﻤﻮﺩ ﺳﺮﻕ ﺍﻟﻤﺤﻔﻈﺔ؟
d. Which wallet does the policeman wonder whether Mahmoud stole?
ﺃﻱ ﻣﺤﻔﻈﺔ ﻳﺘﺴﺎءﻝ ﺍﻟﺸﺮﻃﻲ ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻥ ﻣﺤﻤﻮﺩ ﺳﺮﻕ؟
ّ
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(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

a. Who thinks that Marwa followed after the bus?
ﻳﻈﻦ ﺃﻥ ﻣﺮﻭﺓ ﻻﺣﻘﺖ ﺍﻟﺤﺎﻓﻠﺔ؟
ﻣﻦ
ّ
b. Which bus does the detective think that Marwa chased after?
ﺗﻈﻦ ﺍﻟﻤﺤﻘﻘﺔ ﺃﻥ ﻣﺮﻭﺓ ﻻﺣﻘﺖ؟
ﺃﻱ ﺣﺎﻓﻠﺔ
ّ
ّ
c. Who knows whether Marwa chased after the bus?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﻌﻠﻢ ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻣﺮﻭﺓ ﻻﺣﻘﺖ ﺍﻟﺤﺎﻓﻠﺔ؟
d. Which bus does the detective know whether Marwa chased after?
ﺃﻱ ﺣﺎﻓﻠﺔ ﺗﻌﻠﻢ ﺍﻟﻤﺤﻘﻘﺔ ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻣﺮﻭﺓ ﻻﺣﻘﺖ؟
ّ
a. Who thinks that Muna sold the television?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﻌﺘﻘﺪ ﺃﻥ ﻣﻨﻰ ﺑﺎﻋﺖ ﺍﻟﺘﻠﻔﺎﺯ؟
b. Which television does the administrator think that Muna sold?
ﺃﻱ ﺗﻠﻔﺎﺯ ﻳﻌﺘﻘﺪ ﺍﻟﻤﺪﻳﺮ ﺃﻥ ﻣﻨﻰ ﺑﺎﻋﺖ؟
ّ
c. Who wonders whether Muna sold the television?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﺘﺴﺎءﻝ ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻣﻨﻰ ﺑﺎﻋﺖ ﺍﻟﺘﻠﻔﺎﺯ؟
d. Which television does the administrator wonder whether Muna
sold?
ﺃﻱ ﺗﻠﻔﺎﺯ ﻳﺘﺴﺎءﻝ ﺍﻟﻤﺪﻳﺮ ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻣﻨﻰ ﺑﺎﻋﺖ؟
ّ
a. Who thinks that Mustafa wrote the letter?
ﻳﻈﻦ ﺃﻥ ﻣﺼﻄﻔﻰ ﻛﺘﺐ ﺍﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ؟
ﻣﻦ
ّ
b. Which letter does the soldier know that Mustafa wrote?
ﻳﻈﻦ ﺍﻟﺠﻨﺪﻱ ﺃﻥ ﻣﺼﻄﻔﻰ ﻛﺘﺐ؟
ﺃﻱ ﺭﺳﺎﻟﺔ
ّ
ّ
c. Who knows whether Mustafa wrote the letter?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﻌﻠﻢ ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻥ ﻣﺼﻄﻔﻰ ﻛﺘﺐ ﺍﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ؟
d. Which letter does the solider know whether Mustafa wrote?
ﺃﻱ ﺭﺳﺎﻟﺔ ﻳﻌﻠﻢ ﺍﻟﺠﻨﺪﻱ ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻥ ﻣﺼﻄﻔﻰ ﻛﺘﺐ؟
ّ
a. Who thinks that Naser bought the house?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﻌﺘﻘﺪ ﺃﻥ ﻧﺎﺻﺮ ًﺍ ﺍﺷﺘﺮﻯ ﺍﻟﺒﻴﺖ؟
b. Which house does the banker think that Naser bought?
ﺃﻱ ﺑﻴﺖ ﻳﻌﺘﻘﺪ ﺍﻟﻤﺼﺮﻓﻲ ﺃﻥ ﻧﺎﺻﺮ ًﺍ ﺍﺷﺘﺮﻯ؟
ّ
c. Who wonders whether Naser bought the house?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﺘﺴﺎءﻝ ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻥ ﻧﺎﺻﺮ ﺍﺷﺘﺮﻯ ﺍﻟﺒﻴﺖ؟
d. Which house does the banker wonder whether Naser bought?
ﺃﻱ ﺑﻴﺖ ﻳﺘﺴﺎءﻝ ﺍﻟﻤﺼﺮﻓﻲ ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻥ ﻧﺎﺻﺮ ﺍﺷﺘﺮﻯ؟
ّ
a. Who thinks that Noor read the book?
ﻳﻈﻦ ﺃﻥ ﻧﻮﺭ ًﺍ ﻗﺮﺃﺕ ﺍﻟﻜﺘﺎﺏ؟
ﻣﻦ
ّ
b. Which book does the teacher think that Noor read?
ﻳﻈﻦ ﺍﻟﻤﻌﻠﻢ ﺃﻥ ﻧﻮﺭ ًﺍ ﻗﺮﺃﺕ؟
ﺃﻱ ﻛﺘﺎﺏ
ّ
ّ
c. Who knows whether Noor read the book?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﻌﻠﻢ ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻧﻮﺭ ﻗﺮﺃﺕ ﺍﻟﻜﺘﺎﺏ؟
d. Which book does the teacher wonder whether Noor read?
ﺃﻱ ﻛﺘﺎﺏ ﻳﻌﻠﻢ ﺍﻟﻤﻌﻠﻢ ﻣﺎ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺎﻧﺖ ﻧﻮﺭ ﻗﺮﺃﺕ؟
ّ
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A.2.2 Adjunct Islands
(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

a. Who believes that the lawyer forgot his briefcase at the office?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﻌﺘﻘﺪ ﺃﻥ ﺍﻟﻤﺤﺎﻣﻲ ﻧﺴﻲ ﺣﻘﻴﺒﺘﻪ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻤﻜﺘﺐ؟
b. Which briefcase do you think that the lawyer forgot at the office?
ﺃﻱ ﺣﻘﻴﺒﺔ ﺗﻌﺘﻘﺪ ﺃﻥ ﺍﻟﻤﺤﺎﻣﻲ ﻧﺴﻲ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻤﻜﺘﺐ؟
ّ
c. Who worries if the lawyer forgot his briefcase at the office?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﻘﻠﻖ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻧﺴﻲ ﺍﻟﻤﺤﺎﻣﻲ ﺣﻘﻴﺒﺘﻪ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻤﻜﺘﺐ؟
d. Which briefcase do you worry if the lawyer forgot at the office?
ﺃﻱ ﺣﻘﻴﺒﺔ ﺗﻘﻠﻖ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻧﺴﻲ ﺍﻟﻤﺤﺎﻣﻲ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻤﻜﺘﺐ؟
ّ
a. Who wishes that the prince bought a carpet at the market?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﺘﻤﻨﻰ ﺃﻥ ﺍﻷﻣﻴﺮ ﺍﺷﺘﺮﻯ ﺳﺠﺎﺩﺓ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺴﻮﻕ؟
b. Which carpet do you wish that the prince bought at the market?
ﺃﻱ ﺳﺠﺎﺩﺓ ﺗﺘﻤﻨﻰ ﺃﻥ ﺍﻷﻣﻴﺮ ﺍﺷﺘﺮﻯ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺴﻮﻕ؟
ّ
c. Who surprises if the prince bought a carpet at the market?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﺴﺘﻐﺮﺏ ﺇﺫﺍ ﺍﺷﺘﺮﻯ ﺍﻷﻣﻴﺮ ﺳﺠﺎﺩﺓ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺴﻮﻕ؟
d. Which carpet do you surprise if the prince bought at the market?
ﺃﻱ ﺳﺠﺎﺩﺓ ﺗﺴﺘﻐﺮﺏ ﺇﺫﺍ ﺍﺷﺘﺮﻯ ﺍﻷﻣﻴﺮ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺴﻮﻕ؟
ّ
a. Who believes that the artist will paint a painting today?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﻌﺘﻘﺪ ﺃﻥ ﺍﻟﻔﻨﺎﻥ ﺳﻴﺮﺳﻢ ﻟﻮﺣﺔ ﺍﻟﻴﻮﻡ؟
b. Which painting do you believe that the artist will paint today?
ﺃﻱ ﻟﻮﺣﺔ ﺗﻌﺘﻘﺪ ﺃﻥ ﺍﻟﻔﻨﺎﻥ ﺳﻴﺮﺳﻢ ﺍﻟﻴﻮﻡ؟
ّ
c. Who blushes if the artist painted a painting today?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﺨﺠﻞ ﺇﺫﺍ ﺭﺳﻢ ﺍﻟﻔﻨﺎﻥ ﻟﻮﺣﺔ ﺍﻟﻴﻮﻡ؟
d. Which painting do you blush if the artist painted today?
ﺃﻱ ﻟﻮﺣﺔ ﺗﺨﺠﻞ ﺇﺫﺍ ﺭﺳﻢ ﺍﻟﻔﻨﺎﻥ ﺍﻟﻴﻮﻡ؟
ّ
a. Who hopes that the musician will play his new song at the concert?
ﺍﻟﻤﻮﺳﻴﻘﻲ ﺳﻴﻌﺰﻑ ﺃﻏﻨﻴﺘﻪ ﺍﻟﺠﺪﻳﺪﺓ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺤﻔﻞ؟
ﻣﻦ ﻳﺄﻣﻞ ﺃﻥ
ّ
b. Which new song do you hope that the musician will play at the
concert?
ﺍﻟﻤﻮﺳﻴﻘﻲ ﺳﻴﻌﺰﻑ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺤﻔﻞ؟
ﺃﻱ ﺃﻏﻨﻴﺔ ﺟﺪﻳﺪﺓ ﺗﺄﻣﻞ ﺃﻥ
ّ
ّ
c. Who feels angry if the musician played his new song at the concert?
ﺍﻟﻤﻮﺳﻴﻘﻲ ﺃﻏﻨﻴﺘﻪ ﺍﻟﺠﺪﻳﺪﺓ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺤﻔﻞ؟
ﻣﻦ ﻳﻐﻀﺐ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻋﺰﻑ
ّ
d. Which new song do you feel angry if the musician played at the
concert?
ﺍﻟﻤﻮﺳﻴﻘﻲ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺤﻔﻞ؟
ﺃﻱ ﺃﻏﻨﻴﺔ ﺟﺪﻳﺪﺓ ﺗﻐﻀﺐ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻋﺰﻑ
ّ
ّ
a. Which long speech do you doubt that the king wrote yesterday?
ّ
ﺗﺸﻚ ﺃﻥ ﺍﻟﻤﻠﻚ ﻛﺘﺐ ﺑﺎﻷﻣﺲ؟
ﺃﻱ ﺧﻄﺎﺏ ﻃﻮﻳﻞ
ّ
b. Which long speech do you doubt that the king wrote it yesterday?
ّ
ﺗﺸﻚ ﺃﻥ ﺍﻟﻤﻠﻚ ﻛﺘﺐ ﺑﺎﻷﻣﺲ؟
ﺃﻱ ﺧﻄﺎﺏ ﻃﻮﻳﻞ
ّ
c. Who feels happy if the king wrote a long speech yesterday?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﻔﺮﺡ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺘﺐ ﺍﻟﻤﻠﻚ ﺧﻄﺎﺑﺎ ﻃﻮﻳﻼ ﺑﺎﻷﻣﺲ؟
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d. Which long speech do you feel happy if the king wrote yesterday?
ﺃﻱ ﺧﻄﺎﺏ ﻃﻮﻳﻞ ﺗﻔﺮﺡ ﺇﺫﺍ ﻛﺘﺐ ﺍﻟﻤﻠﻚ ﺑﺎﻷﻣﺲ؟
ّ
(44)

a. Who claims that the friends exhanged the gift at the market?
ﻳﺪﻋﻰ ﺃﻥ ﺍﻷﺻﺪﻗﺎء ﺗﺒﺎﺩﻟﻮﺍ ﺍﻟﻬﺪﻳﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺴﻮﻕ؟
ّ ﻣﻦ
b. Which gift do you claim that the friends exchanged at the market?
ﺗﺪﻋﻲ ﺃﻥ ﺍﻷﺻﺪﻗﺎء ﺗﺒﺎﺩﻟﻮﺍ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺴﻮﻕ؟
ّ
ّ ﺃﻱ ﻫﺪﻳﺔ
c. Who becomes happy if the friends exhanged the gift at the market?
ﻣﻦ ﻳﻔﺮﺡ ﺇﺫﺍ ﺗﺒﺎﺩﻝ ﺍﻷﺻﺪﻗﺎء ﺍﻟﻬﺪﻳﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺴﻮﻕ؟
d. Which gift do you become happy if the friends exchanged at the
market?
ﺃﻱ ﻫﺪﻳﺔ ﺗﻔﺮﺡ ﺇﺫﺍ ﺗﺒﺎﺩﻝ ﺍﻷﺻﺪﻗﺎء ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺴﻮﻕ؟
ّ

A.2.3 CNPC Violations
(45)

(46)

(47)

(48)

a. Who heard that Meera prepared the bread?
ﺣﻀﺮﺕ ﺍﻟﺨﺒﺰ؟
ّ ﻣﻦ ﺳﻤﻊ ﺃﻥ ﻣﻴﺮﺍ
b. Which bread did you hear that Meera prepared?
ﺣﻀﺮﺕ؟
ﺃﻱ ﺧﺒﺰ
ّ ﺳﻤﻌﺖ ﺃﻥ ﻣﻴﺮﺍ
ّ
َ
c. Who heard the rumor that Meera prepared the bread?
ﺣﻀﺮﺕ ﺍﻟﺨﺒﺰ؟
ّ ﻣﻦ ﺳﻤﻊ ﺍﻹﺷﺎﻋﺔ ﺃﻥ ﻣﻴﺮﺍ
d. Which bread did you hear the rumor that Meera prepared?
ﺣﻀﺮﺕ؟
ﺃﻱ ﺧﺒﺰ
ّ ﺳﻤﻌﺖ ﺍﻹﺷﺎﻋﺔ ﺃﻥ ﻣﻴﺮﺍ
ّ
َ
a. Who denied that Ahmed ate the meat?
ﻣﻦ ﺃﺧﻔﻰ ﺃﻥ ﺃﺣﻤﺪ ًﺍ ﺃﻛﻞ ﺍﻟﻠﺤﻢ؟
b. Which meat did you deny that Ahmed ate?
ﺃﺧﻔﻴﺖ ﺃﻥ ﺃﺣﻤﺪ ًﺍ ﺃﻛﻞ؟
ﺃﻱ ﻟﺤﻢ
ّ
َ
c. Who hid the fact that Ahmed ate the meat?
ﻣﻦ ﺃﺧﻔﻰ ﺍﻟﺤﻘﻴﻘﺔ ﺃﻥ ﺃﺣﻤﺪ ًﺍ ﺃﻛﻞ ﺍﻟﻠﺤﻢ؟
d. Which meat did you hide the fact that Ahmed ate?
ﺃﺧﻔﻴﺖ ﺍﻟﺤﻘﻴﻘﺔ ﺃﻥ ﺃﺣﻤﺪ ًﺍ ﺃﻛﻞ؟
ﺃﻱ ﻟﺤﻢ
ّ
َ
a. Who announced that Essam won the prize?
ً
ﻋﺼﺎﻣﺎ ﺭﺑﺢ ﺍﻟﺠﺎﺋﺰﺓ؟
ﻣﻦ ﺃﻋﻠﻦ ﺃﻥ
b. Which prize did you announce that Essam won?
ً
ﻋﺼﺎﻣﺎ ﺭﺑﺢ؟
ﺃﻋﻠﻨﺖ ﺃﻥ
ﺃﻱ ﺟﺎﺋﺰﺓ
ّ
َ
c. Who announced the news that Essam won the prize?
ً
ﻋﺼﺎﻣﺎ ﺭﺑﺢ ﺍﻟﺠﺎﺋﺰﺓ؟
ﻣﻦ ﺃﻋﻠﻦ ﺍﻟﺨﺒﺮ ﺃﻥ
d. Which prize did you announce the news that Essam won?
ً
ﻋﺼﺎﻣﺎ ﺭﺑﺢ؟
ﺃﻋﻠﻨﺖ ﺍﻟﺨﺒﺮ ﺃﻥ
ﺃﻱ ﺟﺎﺋﺰﺓ
ّ
َ
a. Who announced that Fatima lost the game?
ﻣﻦ ﺃﻋﻠﻦ ﺃﻥ ﻓﺎﻃﻤﺔ ﺧﺴﺮﺕ ﺍﻟﻤﺒﺎﺭﺍﺓ؟
b. Which game did you announce that Fatima lost?
ﺃﻋﻠﻨﺖ ﺃﻥ ﻓﺎﻃﻤﺔ ﺧﺴﺮﺕ؟
ﺃﻱ ﻣﺒﺎﺭﺍﺓ
ّ
َ
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(49)

(50)

c. Who announced the news that Fatima lost the game?
ﻣﻦ ﺃﻋﻠﻦ ﺍﻟﺨﺒﺮ ﺃﻥ ﻓﺎﻃﻤﺔ ﺧﺴﺮﺕ ﺍﻟﻤﺒﺎﺭﺍﺓ؟
d. Which game did you announce the news that Fatima lost?
ﺃﻋﻠﻨﺖ ﺍﻟﺨﺒﺮ ﺃﻥ ﻓﺎﻃﻤﺔ ﺧﺴﺮﺕ؟
ﺃﻱ ﻣﺒﺎﺭﺍﺓ
ّ
َ
a. Who claimed that Ali stole the money?
ً ﻣﻦ ﺯﻋﻢ ﺃﻥ
ﻋﻠﻴﺎ ﺳﺮﻕ ﺍﻟﻤﺎﻝ؟
b. Which money did you claim that Ali stole?
ً ﺯﻋﻤﺖ ﺃﻥ
ﻋﻠﻴﺎ ﺳﺮﻕ؟
ﺃﻱ ﻣﺎﻝ
ّ
َ
c. Who claimed the claim that Ali stole the money?
ً ﻣﻦ ﻧﺸﺮ ﺍﻹﺩﻋﺎء ﺃﻥ
ﻋﻠﻴﺎ ﺳﺮﻕ ﺍﻟﻤﺎﻝ؟
d. Which money did you claim the claim that Ali stole?
ً ﻧﺸﺮﺕ ﺍﻹﺩﻋﺎء ﺃﻥ
ﻋﻠﻴﺎ ﺳﺮﻕ؟
ﺃﻱ ﻣﺎﻝ
ّ
َ
a. Who heard that Ilyas received the award?
ً
ﺇﻟﻴﺎﺳﺎ ﺃﺧﺬ ﺍﻟﺠﺎﺋﺰﺓ؟
ﻣﻦ ﺳﻤﻊ ﺃﻥ
b. Which award did you hear that Ilyas received?
ً
ﺇﻟﻴﺎﺳﺎ ﺃﺧﺬ؟
ﺳﻤﻌﺖ ﺃﻥ
ﺃﻱ ﺟﺎﺋﺰﺓ
ّ
َ
c. Who heard the rumor that Ilyas received the award?
ً
ﺇﻟﻴﺎﺳﺎ ﺃﺧﺬ ﺍﻟﺠﺎﺋﺰﺓ؟
ﻣﻦ ﺳﻤﻊ ﺍﻹﺷﺎﻋﺔ ﺃﻥ
d. Which award did you hear the rumor that Ilyas received?
ً
ﺇﻟﻴﺎﺳﺎ ﺃﺧﺬ؟
ﺳﻤﻌﺖ ﺍﻹﺷﺎﻋﺔ ﺃﻥ
ﺃﻱ ﺟﺎﺋﺰﺓ
ّ
َ
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